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3. (con't) Route instructions: 1. Left onto Route 7 

2. Right 

Go right here automatically to follow the "onto", 

Then use Instruction #2 where marked. 

4. If none of the above applies, and the Route Instructions do not say to turn, then go
straight or take the straightest route at intersections. Anything not obvious will be instructed.
I f it involves a "T" junction, anything close ( each turn being approximately 75-90degrees) should be
considered a "T" and it needs an instruction to tell you which way to turn. If it's very slanted and it's
obvious which way is the "straightest" (you would have to make a turn of 135 degrees or so in the other
direction), you should automatically take the "straightest" road. If there is a question as to which is
"straightest", a mileage will be given to pinpoint the intersection and take guessing out of the equation.

If you would go in the same direction with or without an instruction, then 
DON'T use the instruction; there is no redundancy. 
Material in quotes is major wording on sign; there are no small, hard to see signs- all signs are near the road 
unless noted (and most are highway dep't signs). 

"Williamstown Rd" is a sign; Williamstown Rd is the actual road. 

A Turn, a Right or a Left is from approx .45 to 170 degrees (no differentiation about how hard); a Keep is from 
approx. 20 to 50degrees (an easy turn). 

When a mileage is given, make sure you use it and at the correct place (mileage). Many times it is easier to 
use a mileage from a recent previous instruction and not from the overall mileage. 

TRANSIT ZONE means there is no speed given; you must leave the end of the zone,X number of 
minutes after getting to the start of the zone - no control in the zone (obviously). So when you get to the 
start of the zone, note your time; drive to the end of the zone at whatever speed you want (briskly); 
meanwhile the navigator adds the elapsed time of the TZ to the time at which you started the zone and that 
will be the time at which you should leave the end of the zone. 

OR in an instruction means do either part of the instruction and consider it completed. 



ROUTE INSTRUCTIONS 

SECTION I
Do what the instruction says at the first opportunity; complete the instruction if it's two parts; then go on
to the next instruction (which may be 2 inches later}. Timing only items {Pauses, Speeds
and Transit Zones) may overlap the next instruction(s). 

Route Instructions: I. Right. CAS 34 for 1 mi; then CAS 40. 

2. Left after "35".

3. Right. 

MAP SECTION 

Follow the map, using the Route Instruction pages as auxiliary information. The general road rules don't
apply (Straight as possible, Onto, etc}; just use and follow the roads on the map. You need to use the scales
of each map to approximate the distances between the turns when you get the map info. Then during the
actual running, you will be more ready to follow the roads on the maps. The numbers on the map correspond to the numbers in 
the Route Instructions. 

TULIP SECTION 

Use the same road following as SECTION I. However the whole Section is more straightforward. The
instructions are in TULIP format (enter at the DOT and leave in direction of the ARROW} with
mileages given to most instructions; use the mileages and the depictions of the intersections to
decide where to turn. Speeds are brisk in places and slow in other places; since you cannot be on time all the time, 
drive within yourself and 'make hay while the sun shines'. Follow the rules on TA's in the General Instructions. 

CONTROLS IN SECTION I, II, and III

All the controls are visible and must be stopped at. You may NOT stop in sight o f  a control, before 
the control, unless you legally are required to do so (a "Stop" sign). The control sign will mark the 
timing line; the control car will be at or very near the sign. Pass the car and stop reasonably return on 
foot to get your "sticker". Bring your Time Card ONLY if you w a n t  t o  request a TA. Return t o  your 
car and put the sticker in the right place. Check t o  see what the NEXT INSTRUCTION is; also check your 
OUTTIME. Remember the next control is at least 2 miles away! leave the area as soon as you can. 

Explanation: You drive along and take your first right. As you take the right, begin an average
speed of 34 mph and note your mileage. AT THE SAME TIME, start looking for a sign with the
prominent numbering (or all the wording) "35". If you find a (or don't find) "35" sign, After 1mi  you
increase your speed to 40 mph. Then whenever you find the "35" sign, you would take your
next legal left after the sign. You may NOT take your Right until after making the Left associated
with the "35" (you must complete instruction# 2 before starting #3).
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